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To the Editor:
We appreciate the interest by Myriad Women’s Health in

our recent study on the adherence by commercial companies
to the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics
(ACMG) recommendations on cell-free DNA (cfDNA)
noninvasive prenatal screens (NIPS).1,2 We are eager to
update our assessments with any new information, and we
welcome direct contact and dialogue from NIPS companies.
Indeed, we have already received revised materials from at
least one lab. As indicated in our paper, the latest version of
Table 2 from our study is posted at https://
prenatalinformation.org/table/, reflective of any new support-
ing documentation that has been received from NIPS
companies.
The documentation we used for our analyses is itemized in

the Supplementary Materials to our paper. For Counsyl’s
Prelude (now Myriad’s Prequel) NIPS test, this included
analyzing patient and provider material posted on their web
page and provided at their exhibitors' booth during the 2018
ACMG meeting. We also analyzed sample reports provided
directly to us from Counsyl. (To be objective and consistent in
our methodology, we directly reached out to all of the NIPS
laboratories to obtain any missing sample reports that could
not be found on their web pages.) To be ecologically valid, we
sought to mimic information requests from ordering
physicians and/or expectant parents. After much discussion,
we chose to analyze those companies that had the largest
market share of the NIPS tests commercially available in the
United States as of 1 January 2018. We agree that NIPS tests
from single health systems, single-hospital systems, and
academic/university settings should also be analyzed, and
we hope to do so in future research. We also agree that
additional studies should examine why laboratories are not
following certain ACMG recommendations.
The authors noted three primary concerns. First, we

applaud their efforts in including detection rate (DR),
specificity (SPEC), positive predictive value (PPV) (patient-
specific), and negative predictive value (NPV) for common
aneuploidies on their test reports. We chose to give Counsyl a
yellow (or partial adherence) to recommendation 1 because
not all pretest marketing materials had the same consistent
information. We sought to be as objective as possible, simply
looking for adherence to the ACMG recommendations as
they were written. For recommendation 8, we gave Counsyl a
red (or little to no adherence) because Counsyl wrote on
sample reports for some sex aneuploidies that “PPV… cannot

be calculated due to insufficient prevalence data.” The ACMG
guidelines recommend that “[l]aboratories provide modeled
PPV when reporting positive results for which neither
patient-specific nor population-derived PPV are possible.”3

Second, the authors state that they “do not believe it is
clinically practical or responsible” to include the data
requested by ACMG in recommendation 7. The ACMG
position statement allows the use of modeled data when
laboratory-specific data are not available.3 The statement
further says that “when laboratories cannot report specific
DR, SPEC, PPV, and NPV, screening for those CNVs should
not be performed by that laboratory.”3 We appreciate that
these authors did not have disagreement with our assessment,
per se, but rather with this ACMG recommendation in
general. We defer to the ACMG on when their position
statement on NIPS might be updated again.
Third, we acknowledge the good faith efforts by Myriad to

provide information about patient resources in their test
reports. When assessing the provision of patient education
resources, we constructed a matrix of the five recommended
patient education resources and the five provider resources
mentioned in the ACMG guidelines.3 If a lab listed any of one
of these resources on their lab reports or publicly available
websites or patient education pamphlets, then we assigned a
yellow rating for making a good faith effort. A red rating
meant the labs provided none of the recommended resources
in any publicly available medium or lab reports. A company
was rated a green score if they listed at least 3 of 5
recommended patient and provider resources. Myriad did
offer one of the recommended patient education resources in
multiple mediums, as well as references to additional valuable
educational resources beyond the recommendations, but they
were missing all the recommended provider resources.
The responsible clinical implementation of cfDNA NIPS

tests requires cooperation and collaboration from labs,
clinicians, insurers, professional societies, and patients alike.
Commercial labs are vital partners who have a direct impact
on every patient undergoing testing. They also remain the
greatest source of funding for materials to support those
patients. Through adherence to the ACMG recommenda-
tions, we hope that labs will help ensure that providers are
getting all the information they need about testing and that
vulnerable families are not left isolated and confused about
powerful genetic information.
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